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* For major domestic appliances.  
Source: Euromonitor, volume sales, 2016



For over 125 years, the Bosch name has been 
synonymous with engineering excellence. Our home 
appliances are renowned for their quality, reliability  
and performance which derives from our inherent, 
unflagging commitment and the painstaking 
thoroughness with which every unit is made. As you 
would expect from German engineering, there are  
no gimmicks or frills with our products – just pure, 
clean lines and beautiful, functional simplicity that  
will enhance any kitchen.

The values that shaped Robert Bosch’s vision for his 
new company in 1886 are the same principles that 
guide the business today; never lose the trust of your 
customers, look after your staff and partners and 
change things for the better. It’s what has kept Bosch 
at the forefront of the home appliance industry and 
what will keep it there in the future.

The promise  
of quality

“ I have always acted according 
to the principle that it is better 
to lose money than trust.  
The integrity of my promises, 
the belief in the value of my 
products and in my word  
of honour have always had  
a higher priority to me than  
a transitory profit.”
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French Door and Side-by-Side fridge freezer: Top Mount fridge freezer:
The perfect match if you require a lot of fridge and freezer space. No matter if you 
need larger quantities for a dinner party or want to stock up your food supplies –  
this range offers you up to 762 litres of storage space for every big shopping trip.

Our top mount fridge freezers offer plenty of space, storage solutions for fresh  
fruit and vegetables as well as additional space for bottles. With a 3.5 star energy 
efficiency rating and Frost Free technology, they offer great value for money.

Integrated fridge freezer:
Integrate your fridge freezer seamlessly into your kitchen. This model can be 
concealed entirely behind door panels to match the design of your kitchen cabinetry. 

Bottom Mount fridge freezer:
These fridge freezers are fitted with electronic touch control for easy use 
MultiAirflow system to guarantee constant storage temperatures – this will 
keep your food healthy and lasting longer.

Find the right fridge for your kitchen.
All our fridge freezers save you money and ensure optimum freshness thanks  
to their energy efficiency ratings, clever technology and storage systems. To help 
you choose the right Bosch fridge freezer we have divided them into four ranges.

Refrigeration | Range overview
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Now the farmer’s market takes place 
in your kitchen – every day.

Thanks to clever technology that regulates temperature and humidity, your 
fresh food will last longer in one of our fridges. Also, less waste means fewer 
trips to the shops and more money in your pocket.

Refrigeration | Freshness systems

VitaFresh plus

Keeps healthy food fresh up to two  
times longer.
Thanks to special drawer seals, ideal 
storage conditions are guaranteed in two 
different climate zones: in the top, drier 
zone, with a low temperature setting 
about 0°C, fish and meat can be stored 
safely. The more perishable the food the 
lower the temperature should be. 

Fruits and vegetables should be stored in 
the big bottom drawer, which is optimally 
sealed. Humidity is maintained and can be 
easily regulated with two settings by an 
advanced slider mechanism: more humidity 
is required to store vegetables, less is 
needed to store fruits.

ChillerBox

Keep fish and meat fresh and safe.
The ChillerBox is a safe place to keep fish, 
meat and sausages: A cold current of air 
from the freezer section creates a 
temperature in the ChillerBox that is lower 
than in the rest of the refrigerator. 
Perishable food stays fresh here for much 
longer. The ChillerBox is also absolutely 
ideal for chilling drinks.

CrisperBox/VitaFresh

Great space for fresh fruit  
and vegetables.
The moisture-regulated drawer not only 
provides plenty of space for fruit and 
vegetables, it also helps keep them crisp  
and fresh for longer.

Sample product VitaFresh plus Without VitaFresh plus

Maximum storage time/days

Vegetables Asparagus up to 15 days 3–5 days

Lettuce up to 14 days 3–7 days

Spinach up to 10 days 2–5 days

Artichoke up to 25 days 10 days

Cauliflower up to 20 days 12 days

Celery up to 20 days 7–14 days

Sample product VitaFresh plus Without VitaFresh plus

Maximum storage time/days

Fruit Apricots up to 14 days 7 days

Grapes up to 25 days 14 days

Kiwi fruit up to 30 days 14–20 days

Cherries up to 12 days 7 days

Peaches up to 20 days 7 days

Strawberries up to 5 days 1–3 days

VitaFresh plus results are based on an independent study comparing Bosch VitaFresh plus 
refrigerators against Bosch conventional refrigerators performed by an independent 
research company in the USA. The displayed figures illustrate an average rate of 
decay of produce stored properly with VitaFresh plus and with conventional 
refrigeration. All displayed figures are guidelines and depend on factors 
including the quality of the produce and also assume appropriate 
storage and an uninterrupted refrigeration cycle from 
harvest until storage. Individual cases may vary.
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FrostFree: You'll never have to defrost your 
fridge-freezer again.
With a FrostFree model, there's no more condensation of 
humidity in the appliance or on your food. The generator 
which draws the heat out of the freezer compartment, 
defrosts itself automatically from time to time. Thanks to 
that, there is less humidity in the appliance and practically 
no formation of ice. This not only saves you time but also 
energy – because ice formation in conventional 
refrigerators significantly reduces energy efficiency.

Intelligent Inverter Technology: Guarantees 
constant storage temperatures.
Thanks to temperature sensors inside and outside the 
fridge, optimal storage temperatures will be guaranteed 
for your food. If changes are detected, the electronic 
system adjusts the cooling power automatically – in this 
way, the desired temperature will be maintained inside.

MultiAirflow: Even cooling on all levels.
Thanks to a constant stream of cold air on all levels, the 
ventilator-supported MultiAirflow ensures that there are 
fewer temperature fluctuations. This also means that the 
cool-down time is shorter. This feature protects your food 
and guarantees consistently optimal conditions in the 
entire refrigeration compartment.

LED lighting: Ideal lighting for the fridge area.
LED lights bring a completely new lighting concept to 
fridges, guaranteeing even, glare-free interior illumination. 
LED lights use less electricity than conventional fridge 
lights and last an (appliance) lifetime.

SuperCooling: Cool down your fridge quickly.
Putting new food into your fridge causes the internal 
temperature to rise, which means the fridge has to work 
harder to cool down and regulate the temperature again. 
SuperCooling will prepare your fridge by rapidly reducing 
the temperature, keeping the contents cool, and quickly 
cooling the new groceries down to 2°C.

SuperFreezing: Rapidly freeze fresh food.
Adding new food to the freezer can increase the internal 
temperature, which can affect existing food by partly 
defrosting. The SuperFreezing function rapidly lowers 
the temperature in the freezer, ensuring the fresh food 
is frozen quickly, while surrounding food stays frozen.

AirFresh Filter: No more unpleasant odours  
in your fridge.
The AirFresh Filter with AntiBacteria actively neutralises 
odours inside the refrigerator and filters out bacteria. 
Unpleasant substances from foods with strong odours  
are absorbed, and the air remains clean and fresh – 
without replacing the filter for the life of the appliance.

TouchControl Panel: Precise control and regulation 
of the refrigerator and freezer compartments.
Thanks to the elegant, easy-to-read display integrated 
into the fridge door, you can check the temperature of 
your fridge and freezer compartments at any time with 
just a glance. You can adjust the temperature without 
opening the fridge door – which not only saves you 
energy, but is also better for your food. 

EasyLift glass shelf and door bins:  
Easily adjust height 
The EasyLift glass shelves can be height-adjusted by up 
to 6 cm. Items don't even need to be removed. And if you 
need more space upwards in the door, the height of the 
EasyLift door bin is infinitely variable by up to 40 cm, 
even when it's fully loaded.

BottleRack: Perfect cooling of beverages.
In addition to space in the fridge door, the BottleRack 
gives you extra cooling options for beverage bottles. 
Your bottles will be safe in this specially shaped rack – 
and they’ll be cooled ideally and evenly on all sides,  
so you can offer your guests plenty of refreshing drinks 
on hot days.

Telescopic rails: For easy access even to items  
at the back of drawers
Get even better access to your fresh fruit and vegetable 
drawers – they glide gently towards you on telescopic 
rails, which makes inserting and removing food  
child's play.

Water and ice dispenser: Enjoy cold water  
and ice instantly
Thanks to our innovative technologies, you can get ice 
cubes and cold water at the touch of a button. Just 
place your glass under the dispenser, choose between 
cold water and ice and enjoy a cold beverage on those 
hot summer days. And the best thing is, you don't even 
have to refill a water tank inside the fridge  with our 
plumbed water and ice dispensers. 

Ice twister: quick and fuss-free access to ice cubes
A small compartment in the freezer section allows you 
to to easily access, fill and store lots of ice cubes - 
perfect for a refreshing drink on a hot summer day.

Features and functions 
for everyday use.

Refrigeration | Features and functions

Performance Freshness Convenience

Features may vary depending on models. Please check individual product specifications. 
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* Available at selected retailers. Please visit www.bosch-home.com.au for list of stockists. All descriptions and technical diagrams are intended as a guide only.  
For additional technical information, full dimensional and installation details, please refer to the instruction and installation manuals supplied with the appliance.

Series 8  |  KIN34P60AU*   
287 Litre Integrated Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 287 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 196 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  91 litres

Category   
Integrated 

Energy / Consumption
3 Star MEPS 2010 / 330kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirFlow system
LED lighting
Active warning system for temperature increase
Intelligent Inverter Technology: Guarantees constant  
storage temperatures

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
CrisperBox
SuperCooling
SuperFreezing

Convenience 
Telescopic rails  
EasyLift shelf and door bins
5 non-spill safety glass shelves
Reversible door hinge
1 ice cube tray
Electronic Touch Control

Dimensions (HxWxD)
1772 x 556 x 545mm 

Integrate your fridge seamlessly 
in your kitchen with the Bosch 
integrated fridge freezer.

Refrigeration | Integrated
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Enough space for all your groceries.  
And each and every vitamin.

Sometimes there is a bigger plan for the day. French Door and 
Side-by-Side fridge-freezers give you the freedom to make yours  
a full success. No matter if you need larger quantities for a dinner 
party or want to stock up your food supplies – they offer you  
up to 762 litres of storage space for every big shopping trip.

Refrigeration | French Door and Side-by-Side

Series 8  |  KFN91PJ10A* 
762 Litre French Door Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 762 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 512 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  250 litres

Design 
Stainless Steel 

Category   
Freestanding 

Energy / Consumption 
2 Star MEPS 2010 / 730kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirFlow system
LED lighting
Active warning system for temperature increase

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
CrisperBox
SuperCooling
SuperFreezing

Convenience 
Telescopic rails for vegetable and meat drawers (fridge)  
and 2 freezer drawers
5 non-spill safety glass shelves
Water and Ice dispenser
Electronic Touch Control

Dimensions (HxWxD)
1780 x 905 x 772mm

* Available at selected retailers. Please visit www.bosch-home.com.au for list of 
stockists. All descriptions and technical diagrams are intended as a guide only.  
For additional technical information, full dimensional and installation details,  
please refer to the instruction and installation manuals supplied with the appliance.
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VitaFreshplus

Series 4  |  KAN92VI30A* 
652 Litre Side-by-Side Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 652 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 402 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  250 litres

Design 
Stainless Steel 
Fingerprint resistant

Category   
Freestanding 

Energy / Consumption 
3 Star MEPS 2010 / 549kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirFlow system
LED lighting
Intelligent Inverter Technology: Guarantees constant  
storage temperatures

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
VitaFresh
SuperCooling
SuperFreezing

Convenience 
Telescopic rails
4 non-spill safety glass shelves
Ice twister
Electronic Touch Control

Dimensions (HxWxD)
1756 x 912 x 732mm

Series 6  |  KAD92AI20A* 
633 Litre Side-by-Side Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 633 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 398 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  235 litres

Design 
Stainless Steel 
Fingerprint resistant

Category   
Freestanding 

Energy / Consumption 
2 Star MEPS 2010 / 650kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirFlow system
HolidayMode
LED lighting
Active warning system for temperature increase
Intelligent Inverter Technology: Guarantees constant  
storage temperatures

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
VitaFresh Plus: keeps food fresh up to two times longer
SuperCooling
SuperFreezing
AirFresh Filter with AntiBacteria

Convenience 
Telescopic rails
4 non-spill safety glass shelves
Water and Ice dispenser
Electronic Touch Control

Dimensions (HxWxD)
1756 x 912 x 732mm

* Available at selected retailers. Please visit www.bosch-home.com.au for list of stockists. All descriptions and technical diagrams are intended as a guide only.  
For additional technical information, full dimensional and installation details, please refer to the instruction and installation manuals supplied with the appliance.

Keeps healthy food fresh 
up to two times longer.
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Introducing the Bosch  
Bottom Mount fridge 
freezers.

Our fridge freezers with electronic touch control 
are easy to use and are filled with great storage 
solutions for your convenience.

Refrigeration | Bottom Mount

Series 6  |  KGN53AW30A*  
452 Litre Bottom Mount Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 452 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 332 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  120 litres

Design 
White

Category   
Freestanding 

Energy / Consumption 
3 Star MEPS 2010 / 430kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirflow system
HolidayMode
LED lighting

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
CrisperBox
SuperCooling
SuperFreezing
AirFresh Filter with AntiBacteria

Convenience 
Telescopic rails
4 safety glass shelves in fridge
Bottle rack
Reversible door hinge
2 ice cube trays
Electronic Touch Control

Dimensions (HxWxD)
1700 x 700 x 750mm

* Available at selected retailers. Please visit www.bosch-home.com.au for list of stockists. All descriptions and technical diagrams are intended as a guide only.  
For additional technical information, full dimensional and installation details, please refer to the instruction and installation manuals supplied with the appliance.

Series 4  |  KGN53XI25A*   
452 Litre Bottom Mount Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 452 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 332 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  120 litres

Design 
Stainless Steel

Category   
Freestanding 

Energy / Consumption 
2.5 Star MEPS 2010 / 448kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirflow system

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
SuperCooling
SuperFreezing
AirFresh Filter with AntiBacteria

Convenience 
4 safety glass shelves in fridge
Bottle rack
Reversible door hinge
2 ice cube trays

Dimensions (HxWxD)
1700 x 700 x 750mm

Series 6  |  KGN53AI30A*   
452 Litre Bottom Mount Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 452 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 332 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  120 litres

Design 
Stainless Steel

Category   
Freestanding 

Energy / Consumption 
3 Star MEPS 2010 / 430kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirflow system
HolidayMode
LED lighting

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
CrisperBox
SuperCooling
SuperFreezing
AirFresh Filter with AntiBacteria

Convenience 
Telescopic rails
4 safety glass shelves in fridge
Bottle rack
Reversible door hinge
2 ice cube trays
Electronic Touch Control

Dimensions (HxWxD)
1700 x 700 x 750mm
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* Available at selected retailers. Please visit www.bosch-home.com.au for list of stockists. All descriptions and technical diagrams are intended as a guide only.  
For additional technical information, full dimensional and installation details, please refer to the instruction and installation manuals supplied with the appliance.

Series 4  |  KDN53VL30A* 
454 Litre Top Mount Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 454 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 330 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  124 litres

Design 
Stainless steel look

Category   
Freestanding 

Energy / Consumption
3.5 Star MEPS 2010 / 383kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirFlow system
LED lighting

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
CrisperBox
SuperFreezing

Convenience 
3 safety glass shelves in fridge
Bottle rack
Reversible door hinge
Ice twister

Dimensions (HxWxD) 
1700 x 700 x 740mm

Series 4  |  KDN53VW30A*  
454 Litre Top Mount Fridge Freezer

Capacity 
Gross (Fridge/Freezer): 454 litres
Fridge gross capacity: 330 litres
Freezer gross capacity:  124 litres

Design 
White

Category   
Freestanding 

Energy / Consumption
3.5 Star MEPS 2010 / 383kWh per year

Performance 
FrostFree
MultiAirFlow system
LED lighting

Freshness & Storage 
ChillerBox
CrisperBox
SuperFreezing

Convenience 
3 safety glass shelves in fridge
Bottle rack
Reversible door hinge
Ice twister

Dimensions (HxWxD) 
1700 x 700 x 740mm

Introducing the Bosch  
Top Mount fridge freezers.

Our top mount fridge freezers save you money and 
offer plenty of space thanks to their energy efficiency 
ratings, clever technology and storage systems.

Refrigeration | Top Mount
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@BoschHomeAU

Reliable, experienced, fast. The customer service 
of Bosch; before and after purchase.

 Quality service straight from the 
manufacturer. Original Bosch.
We are committed to quality even when it 
comes to after-sales service because no one 
knows Bosch appliances better than our highly 
trained service engineers. Working with the 
latest equipment for measuring, diagnostics 
and repairs, Bosch service engineers only use 
original Bosch spare parts.

Reliability guaranteed. No compromises.
All Bosch home appliances are produced with 
maximum care using high-quality materials.  
We promise it in our 2-year manufacturer’s 
warranty on all appliances.

 Lifetime service. It goes without saying  
at Bosch. 
Once your warranty period is over, we are still 
there to assist you. You can rely on expert care 
and first-rate service throughout the life cycle  
of your appliance. From missing instruction 
manuals to appliance repair – we take care  
of everything. 

Original accessories.  
Effective care products.
Take a look at our extensive range of 
accessories for some inspiration: discover 
additional uses, replace old materials for 
optimum operation or simply give a trusty home 
appliance a good work-over. With the right care, 
you will be able to enjoy your high-quality 
appliance for many years to come. To help you 
do so, we offer a wide range of Bosch certified 
cleaning and care products.

Extensive customer service network.  
Just a call away.

Customer Care
Our friendly Bosch Customer Care team  
is on-hand to provide competent, reliable 
assistance. Before or after purchase, the Bosch 
team will be happy to advise you on products, 
their use and special functions. 

Service & Repairs 
Our team is there to provide the right advice on 
faults, arranging a visit of a service engineer and 
ordering the right accessories or spare parts. 

Customer care, service  
and repairs: 1300 369 744 
24 Hour phone support Monday to Friday*

*Phone lines open 7am Monday until midnight on Friday.

This much is for sure:  
you can trust in our service.
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Certain appliances shown in this catalogue are not available in your country. Model 
numbers and specifications are for reference only and subject to change without 

prior notice. Please contact your local Bosch retailer for the latest information.

Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of this publication, BSH does not 
warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information in this publication and BSH 

reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. To the extent permitted by 
law, BSH excludes all liability, including negligence, for any loss incurred in reliance 

on the contents of this publication.
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Postal Address  
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